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Abstract. Meson-nucleon quasi-elastic scattering is stud­
ied with (semi) inclusive production of a central hadron 
cluster. The dominant mechanism of central cluster pro­
duction is double pomeron exchange. The cross section 
is ( 3 9 ± 5 ± 8 )  \xb and ( 2 4 ± 6 ± 3 )  \ib for pion and 
kaon induced reactions, respectively. An estimate of the 
pomeron-pomeron total cross section a PP is extracted
in the interval 4 m n <  ] / s p p  <  2 GeV, While crPP= 0.45 
±0.10  mb is obtained in the / 2 (1270) region, an almost 
constant cross section with an average of o PP~  0.16 
±  0.02 mb is observed outside the f 2 region.
1 Introduction
Diffractive processes, observed both in hadron-hadron 
and lepton-hadron scattering, proceed predominantly via 
pomeron exchange. Despite extensive studies of diffrac­
tive elastic scattering and inelastic diffraction dissociation 
in hadron-nucleon interactions, the nature of the pome­
ron is still not well understood. More light can be shed 
on its properties by an investigation of processes pro­
ceeding via pomeron-pomeron interactions. The simplest 
one among these is the process of double pomeron ex­
change (DPE) playing a dominant role in quasi-elastic
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hadron-hadron scattering with a diffractively produced 
central hadron cluster. Exclusive processes of pomeron- 
pomeron interactions have been studied in proton-proton 
collisions at ISR energies (see Refs, in [1] and [2-4]), as 
well as in proton-proton and meson-proton collisions at 
SPS fixed target energies (see [5—7] and Refs, therein). 
So far, (semi) inclusive pomeron-pomeron interactions 
have been studied in quasi-elastic /jp-scattering at
1/7 =  62 GeV [8] and 630 GeV [9],
In this work, an attempt is made to extract new in­
formation on the low energy pomeron-pomeron inter­
action from quasi-elastic n * p  and K * p  scattering at 
250 GeV/c,
n + p - * Hf  p + X n, (1)
K +p - + K / p  +  X„,  (2)
where X n indicates a centrally produced hadron cluster 
with charge multiplicity n =  0, 2 or 4.
2 Experimental procedure
The experiment has been performed at CERN in the 
European Hybrid Sepctrometer (EHS) equipped with the 
H2 filled Rapid Cycling Bubble Chamber (RCBC) as a 
vertex detector. The experimental set-up and the trigger 
conditions are described in detail in [10-12]. Tracks of  
secondary charged particles are reconstructed from hits 
in the wire and drift chambers of the two-lever-arm spec-
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+Table 1. Weights versus squared four-momentum transfer | ^ for events o f the n p sub-sampie without ionization scan
^ l ( G e V / c )2 < 0.1 0.1-0.2 0.2-0.3 0.3-0.4 0.4-0.6 > 0 .6
Wp 1.53 ±0.05 1.75 ±0.06 2.52 ±0.13 3.42 ±0.28 4.0 ± 0 .4  6.2 ± 1.0
trometer and from measurements in RCBC. The mo­
mentum resolution varies from (1-2)% for tracks recon­
structed in the bubble chamber to (1-2.5)% for tracks 
reconstructed in the first lever arm and to 1.5% for tracks 
reconstructed in the full spectrometer.
Our results are based on Î44169 evens of n +p  and 
49565 events of p-interactions. Events selected as can­
didates for quasi-elastic scattering have an arbitrary to­
pology, but contain two properly reconstructed leading 
hadrons: a fast positive hadron with Feynman x M >  0.9
for
-0.9.
(assumed to be a n for reaction (1) and a K  
reaction (2)) and an identified proton with xp <
The identification of protons with lab. momentum 
P la b  <  1-2 GeV/c is obtained from a special visual ion­
ization scan for the full K * p  sample and for 62% of the 
7i +p  sample. For the remaining n * p  sub-sample, the 
efficiency for proton identification (obtaind from an 
“automatic” identification procedure) is noticeably less 
than unity and decreases with increasing squared four- 
momentum transfer 1t ^ \ to the proton. In order to 
compensate the losses due to proton misidentification, 
tp^ p I -dependent weights are introduced for this sub­
sample (see Table 1).
Events with low squared four-momentum transfer 
to the quasi-elastically scattered meson (| tM^ M 
< 0.03  GeV2) have very low trigger efficiency and are 
excluded. The remaining events are weighted to correct 
for losses induced by the interaction trigger [13]. Losses 
due to bad reconstruction of the leading particle tracks 
are taken into account in the normalized cross section 
= 0.37 jxb/ev for the n +p  sample with ionization scana o
and cr0 =  0.50 jib/ev for the K +p  sample.
Due to the limited experimental resolution, the sepa­
ration of central cluster production at very low mass mx 
of the central cluster is complicated by the contamination 
from elastic scattering [13] and single n° production. In 
the mass region mx ^ 4 m n> the only DPE channels are 
the two pion production channels
7 t + p
K +p
7t+ p
+
Kf p  +  (n + n ~ ) ,  
K /  p  +  {n + n ~ ) ,
+
71 f  ^  +  (7r°7TU) ,0_0
K ^ p ^ K /  /? +  ( 7 lU7TU) .0_0
(3)
(4)
(5)
( 6 )
Channels (3) and (4) have been studied at low mx  in our 
previous analysis [7]. Because of the iso-singlet nature of 
the pomeron, the cross section of (5) and (6) is half of 
that of (3) and (4). So, the DPE contribution to channels 
(5) and (6) can be determined from that to channels (3) 
and (4), respectively.
Taking into account the above, we restrict the study 
of inclusive reactions (1) and (2) to the mass region 
mx > 4  mn) which leads to the following restrictions on
the four-momentum of the leading proton pp and of the * «  »leading meson p M\
m M X P P ) 2 > ( m M +  ^ m n ) 2 ,
mpX
( P i + P 2
O i  + P i - P m ) >  K .  +  4 m ny ,
m l (Pi + P 2 ~ P p ~ P m)2 >  16 w
where p x and p 2 are the four-momenta of the incident 
hadrons. Note, that mx  is restricted from above by
condition | x
* 4 , 7  GeV2.
lead > 0 .9  corresponding to mx <  0.01 s
3 The cross sections
The histogram in Fig. 1 shows the distribution in the 
azimuthal angle <fi of the leading hadron in the Gottfried- 
Jackson frame*. It is strongly peaked at </>~180°. The 
largest part of events with (/> =  175°~180° are two-prong 
events (represented by the non-shaded area under the 
histogram) and correspond to a residual from elastic scat­
tering, for which the azimuthal angle has to be 0  =  180° 
(or slightly less due to the measuring error). After ex­
cluding the shaded area, the distribution still slightly dif­
fers from the isotropic one expected for DPE. This in­
dicates a possible contamination by single promeron ex­
change (SPE) processes. Figure 1 also gives the data for 
four-prong exclusive channels (3) and (4) shown to be 
produced predominantly via DPE in [7].
The number of events from the (semi)inclusive re­
actions (1) and (2) (at |x lead| > 0 .9 , mx > 4 m n and
tM-*M >  0,03 GeV ) are given in Table 2 for different 
topologies, together with the corresponding cross section. 
The correction for the loss at \ tM_ M | < 0 .03  GeV2 
is estimated from a fit to the experimentally observed 
spectra d a / d t M_+M by the exponential form 
~ b  exp [b( t  +  0.03)]. The slope parameters bn and bKi as 
well as the slope bp of the spectrum d a / d t p_ p are pre­
sented in Table 3. Except for bp in the 2-prong reaction, 
the slopes of n + -induced reactions significantly exceed 
those of K + -induced reactions. In all types of reactions 
the proton slope bp is larger than the meson slope bM. 
Also the correspondingly corrected cross sections are 
given in Table 2.
The cross sections of the inclusive meson-proton quasi­
elastic scattering are:
o (n +p - + n ?  p X )  =  55 ±  1 (ib+•ƒ x lead > 0 .9
a  (K +p - * K J  p X )  =  35 ±  5 M.b-h
(7)
* This is defined as the rest frame of the system (Xn +  leading had­
ron), with the corresponding incident hadron defining the positive 
2-axis and the xz-plane composed by the incident hadron and the 
second leading hadron, having positive momentum projection along 
the .x-axis [ 14]
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Fig. 1. The azimuthal angle distribution 
in the Gottfried-Jackson frame for 
inclusive reactions ( 1 ) and (2) combined 
(hystogram) and exclusive reactions (3) 
and (4) combined (crosses)
G-J
Table 2. The number of (weighted) events and the cross section of reactions (1) and (2) at |^|cad >  0.9 and mx > A m n
Reaction
Topology
7i +p K+p
N Z W a  (jab)
Vm^ m \ > 0 .0 3  GeV2
cf( \xb) 
corrected
N Z W o’( jib)
\tM^ A1\ >0 .03  GeV2
o (  M-b) 
corrected
2 prong 23 41.2 13.1 ± 2.8 16.Ï ±  3,5 13 19.9 I0.0±2.7 11.6± 3.2
4 prong 56 116.5 31.0 ±  4.7 36.4 ± 5 .5 24 37.4 18.6 zb 3.8 21.0 ±  4.3
6 prong 4 5.3 1 .9±0.9 2 .3±  1.2 3 4,0 2 .0 ±  1.2 2.3 ±1 .3
Total 83 163.0 46.0 ± 4 .9 54.8 ± 6.6 40 61.3 30.6 dz 4.8 34.9 ± 5 .5
Table 3. The slope parameters of the 
spectra d<j/dt in reactions ( 1), (2)
Reaction M G e V / c ) " 2 bP (GeV/c) -2
2 prong 4 prong total 2 prong 4 prong total
4 -71 p
K + p
6.9 ±0 .8  5.0 ± 0 .2  
4.6 ±0.8  3.8 ±  0.4
5 .2±0 .2  
4.0 ±0 .3
7.2 ±0 .9  
7.0 ± 1 .2
8.4 ±  0.6 
5.2±0.8
8 .0± 0 .5  
5.6 ± 0 .6
These values can be compared with the corresponding 
cross section (for 4 mn <  mx <  2 G eV/c2) in ^ “interac­
tions at ] /7  =  62GeV [8]: a  (pp-^>ppX)&l 3Q±20  jub 
(the quoted error does not include a systematic error 
resulting from an overall uncertainty on the acceptance 
and the luminosity calibration, estimated to be a factor 
of 1.5).
If DPE dominates in the proton, pion and kaon in­
duced reactions, the ratio of the corresponding cross sec­
tions is expected to be 1:0.47:0.43 (see, e.g. the (15) in 
[7]). Taking into account the statistical and systematic 
errors, the measured ratio 1 : (0.42 ±0.05): (0.27 ±0.04) 
does not contradict the theoretical expectation. As seen 
from Table 2, two charged particles are produced in the 
central region in 60% of the reactions. This corresponds 
to a cross section
a ( n +p - * n / p  +  X 2) = 3 6 ± 5 n b ,+
a  (K +p - * K /  p  +  X 2) =  21 ±  4 p.b." h
( 8)
These values can be compared with the cross sections
a { n + p n'f p  +  n + n ) 28 ±  4 | ib ,
a  { K*  p - * K j p  +  n + n ) =  2 3 ± 5  jib,
(9)
and with the DPE cross sections
a
a
{ n +p - » 7 i f  p  +  n ^ n  ) =21 ± 4  jutb,+D P E
D P E ( K +p - > K ?  p  +  n + tt ~) =  14 ±  4 \ib
( 10)
of the exclusive channels (3) and (4) subject to the same 
kinematical restrictions (see [7]).
A comparison of (8) and (9) shows that central pro­
duction of more than two pions or of a charged kaon 
pair with effective mass mx  <  2 GeV/ c2 occurs in the 
channels contributing to (8) with a cross section much 
smaller than that for a charged pion pair given in (9):
a  [n + p 7 t f  p
+  ( n +n 7iü,7i + 7t n°7t°, K  vK  etc.)]
— 8 ±  7 \xb,
+
a  [ K + p - * K f  p
( 1 1 )
+  (n +n  7T°, n +n 7r07r°, K +K  etc.)]
5 jib at 68% c.l. .
It follows from (9) and (10) that about 70% of the ex­
clusive reactions (3) and (4) proceed via DPE. As men-
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tioned in the Sect. 2, the DPE cross section of the two- a DPE {n +p - > 7 t /  p X )  — 39 ±  5 ±  8 jab , 
prong exclusive channels (5) and (6) are expected to be 
half of the cross section (10): ( K +p - * K /  p X )  =  24 ±  6 ±  3 n b ,
+
DPE
(17)
o ' d p e  ( n +p - ^ n f  p +  n W )  =  1 0 ± 2 n b ,
a DPE ( K + p ~ + K f  P  +  7Z°710 ) =  7 ± 2  |L ib .
( 1 2 )
Therefore, (using (12) and data of the first line of Table 2), 
the cross section for central production of more than two 
neutral pions or a neutral kaon pair is:
o ( n +p ^ n ^ p  +  3 7r°, 4 7r0,j£°j£0) < 1 0 | ib ,
a ( K + p ^ K / p i - 3 7 t öi A7i0, K 0K ()) <  8*ib,
(13)
at 68% confidence level.
The lower limit of the DPE cross section in the inclu­
sive reactions (1) and (2) can be estimated as the sum of 
cross sections (10) and (12):
ffDPE ( n +p - + n f  p X )
>  a (n + p- * i t f  ^ +  27r) =  3 1 ± 5  jib,+
a
DPE
( K + p ^ K / p X )
(14)
D P E
>  <7 ( K +p - > K / p  +  27r) =  2 1 ± 6 n b ,DPE
which compose 55-60% of the measured inclusive cross 
sections (7).
An upper limit of the DPE cross section can be ob­
tained by subtracting from (7) the difference of the cross 
sections (9) and (10), i.e. the cross section corresponding 
to the SPE events in the 4-prong exclusive channel (see
[7]):
<7 ( n + p ^ > n / p X )  <  4 8 ± 7  M-b,+D P E
( K +p  -  k;  p X )  <  26 ±  6 Hb
(15)
D P E
Another estimate of the upper limit of the DPE cross 
section can be obtained from the rapidity gap method 
[15-17], According to this, in the DPE reaction the ra­
pidity gap A between the leading hadron and the neigh­
bouring centrally produced hadron should exceed two 
units. Excluding 4- and 6-prong events with A <  2, we 
obtain for the remaining (the “DPE enriched”) sub­
sample (68 7z +p  and 30 K +p  events):
a ( n + p X)  <  47± 6 | ib ,D P E
a ( K +p - > K /  p X )  < 2 7  ± 5  nb,+
(16)
D P E
in agreement with (15). The dominant contribution to 
(16) comes from the two-pion cross sections (14): ~65%  
and ~80%  for the pion and kaon induced reactions, re­
spectively. As some contribution into the “DPE en­
riched” sample can come from the other DPE processes 
(leading to the production of four pions or a K K  pair), 
one can conclude that the SPE background in the “DPE 
enriched” sample is negligible for the kaon induced re­
action and very small for the pion induced reaction.
Combining (14) and (16) we obtain an estimate for 
the DPE cross section in the inclusive channel :
where the first quoted error is statistical and the second 
one reflects a possible dispersion between the lower (14) 
and upper (16) limits. The ratio of the DPE cross sections 
of 0.62 ±0.17 ±0.15 is, within error, in agreement with 
the theoretical expectation of 0.91 (see above).
Note also, that after excluding events with A <  2, the 
estimate for the DPE cross section for 6-prong events is:
G DPE  ^P P ^ 4) ”  2 ±  1 \xb,+
^ d p e  ( K +p ^ K /  jt? +  X 4) — 2 ±  1 ^ ib .
(18)
4 The characteristics of reactions (1) and (2) 
and the pomeron-pomeron total cross section
A number of characteristics of the inclusive reactions (1) 
and (2) are presented in Figs. 2 -4  and Table 4. Figure 2 
shows the rapidity y  distribution for the leading hadrons 
and the central cluster. As expected for DPE reactions, 
the latter is peaked near y  =  0.
The distribution in the effective meass mhx of the 
leading hadron h and the central cluster X ( n + and K + 
induced reactions combined) is shown in Fig. 3. Near 
threshold this distribution has a rise due to phase space, 
but as expected for DPE it flattens at the highest available 
mass.
The distribution in the effective mass mx  of the central 
cluster (Fig. 4 a) has an indication for a local maximum 
near the mass of the / 2(1270) ( 1 = 0 ,  J FC~ 2  + + ) allowed 
to be produced in pomeron-pomeron interaction. 
Figure 4b shows the central cluster mass distribution for 
the “DPE enriched” sample (with A >  2).
From comparison of Fig. 4b with the theoretical ex­
pression for the differential cross section d a DPE/ d m x , 
weighted appropriately for n + and K + induced reactions 
(see (15) in [7]), we extract the massless pomeron-
pomeron total cross section a Spp ) shown in Fig. 5.totp p  ^ p p
In the same figure data are shown at lower energy,
0.75 GeV from T71 and l / ¡ ~ ~ 3 . 6 G e V  ex-
Spp < 2  GeV, except for the / 2(1270)
tot 0.45
Spp<,K) ,n u v  i [ ] |/ s PP~  
tracted in [7] from the data on the reaction p p ^ p p X  
[18]. The pomeron-pomeron total cross section rises near 
the two-pion threshold and becomes constant within er­
rors at 4 mn <  j /
region where it is noticeably peaked with <JPP~  
±0.10 mb. Outside the / 2(1270) region, the averaged 
cross section is o PP =  0.16 ±0.02 mb.
Note, that the combined “DPE enriched” sample can 
contain at most (15 ±  15)% contamination from the SPE 
processes (see Sect. 3 above). The extracted cross section 
can, therefore, be slightly overestimated, but not more 
than the quoted error. The quoted pomeron-pomeron 
total cross section is by almost two orders smaller than 
the hadron-hadron cross section, implying a very small 
geometrical size of the pomeron [19].
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Table 4. Average characteristics o f reactions (1) and (2)
Reaction <xp > <yP> ( y  m ) <"V >
(GeV/c2) (GeV/c2) (G eV /c2)
7z+p -0 .9 4 5 0.939 -3 .0 4 3.96 5.27 4.91 1.03
±0.003 ±0.003 ± 0.01 ±0.05 ±0.13 ±0.16 ±0 .04
K +p — 0.942 0.939 -3 .0 1 3.41 5.26 5.17 L l l
±0 .004 ±0.003 ± 0.02 ±0.04 ±0.16 ±0.19 ±0.06
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Fig. 5. The energy dependence of the 
pomeron-pomeron total cross section: 
( • )  -  this work, ( +  ) -  [7], (o) -  
extracted from [18]
5 Summary
The meson-nucleon quasi-elastic scattering with (semi) 
inclusive production of a central hadron cluster is studied 
at an incident momentum of 250 GeV/ c. The inclusive 
cross section of n + and K + meson induced production 
of a central cluster with mass 4 m n <  mx  <  2 GeV/c2 is 
measured to be
a ( n  +p->7if p X )  =  5 5 ± l  \xb, 
a  [ K +p - + K f  p X )  =  35 ±  5 n b .
It is shown that the dominant mechanism in these reac­
tions is the DPE process with an estimated cross section 
of
c td p e  (n +P ^ n/  Px ) ~  39 ±  5 ±  8 \ i b ,
* dpe (K + p ^ K ; p X)  =  24 ±  6 ±  3 |xb.
An indication for central production of the / 2(1270) 
meson is observed. The massless pomeron-pomeron 
total cross section a PP is estimated in the interval
4 mn <  ] / s PP <  2 GeV. In the / 2(1270) region a PP 
æ 0.45±0.10m b is obtained, while outside this region 
the pomeron-pomeron total cross section is almost in­
dependent of energy with an averaged value of 
a  PP =  0.16 i  0.02 mb.
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